















　Personnel evaluation system properly evaluates the efficiency of human resources for the 
company, and it is a very important system for assessment and treatment.  
　However, it is difficult to ascertain whether the operation of a personnel evaluation system is 
actually successful, or satisfactory.
　It is occurred by that system, “a person” evaluates “another person”. In other words, “other 
people” conduct personnel evaluations on a quantitative and objective basis, giving rise to 
operational problems in the system that are difficult to resolve. 
　Through an analysis of B Company personnel evaluation system, I will discuss how to 
improve such conditions and write a report about the operations and problems of personnel 
evaluation system.
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１ 井上（2016a, p. 32）。
２ 最近の研究として、佐藤（正）（2011, pp. 127-145）、佐藤（博）（2012, pp. 107-124）などがある。































































































































































































7 森永ほか（2011, pp. 27）。
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11 安（1989, p. 93）。













































































響－従業員の認知的側面に注目して－」『原価計算研究』Vol. 35 No. 2，pp. 26-37。
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